
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-17: /ow/ and /oi/

Spelling Words Review

allowance 

eyebrow

  noisy 

  crowded

fountain

moisten 

  tower

  drowsy 

  cloudy

  chowder

  astounding

  employ 

  around

  boundary

choice

 royal  

joining

appointment 

boiling

thousand  

 

highest

happier

youngest

Challenge

cauliflower

enjoyment

Answer the questions.  

1. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, fountain?        _________________________
                                         

2. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, employ?         _________________________

3. Identify the sound, /ow/ or /oi/, you hear in the word, royal.           _________________________

4.  Identify the sound, /ow/ or /oi/, you hear in the word, thousand.    _________________________
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  surprising or remarkable                         _________________________

6.  dampen; wet slightly                     _________________________

7.  sleepy or tired                          _________________________

8.  to provide work for someone                      _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    yison      ___________________      hint: loud

10.  ybrundoa    ___________________      hint: border
  

11.  hrcowed      ___________________      hint: a rich soup 

12.  yweober      ___________________      hint: line of hair that grows above your eye    
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Name: _________________________________      List D-17: /ow/ and /oi/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

allowance crowded tower cloudy

around choice joining thousand

13.  Today's forecast calls for mostly  _______________________  skies with some sunshine.           

14.  Malaya receives five dollars in  _______________________  from her parents once a week. 

15.  If you multiply one hundred times ten, the answer is one  _______________________.     

16. The movie theater was  _______________________  on the day of the blockbuster film's 

release. 

17. The ancient castle was mostly in ruins, except for a tall  _______________________  that rose

above the rest of the rumble.    

18. Mary can't be  _______________________  the smell of perfume because it gives her 

headaches.  

19. There are four options to choose from in each multiple  _______________________  question. 

20. In the spring, Chanita is thinking about  _______________________  the track team.  
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word comes first in alphabetical order?         __________________________

22. Which review word comes second in alphabetical order?             __________________________

23. Which review word comes third in alphabetical order?                  __________________________
      

24. Identify the challenge word containing three syllables.                   __________________________

25. Name the challenge word containing four syllables.                       __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-17: /ow/ and /oi/

Spelling Words Review

allowance

eyebrow

noisy

crowded 

fountain

moisten

tower

   drowsy 

   cloudy

   chowder

   astounding

   employ

   around

boundary

 choice

royal

 joining

appointment

 boiling 

 thousand 

highest

happier

youngest

Challenge

cauliflower

enjoyment

Answer the questions.  

1. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, fountain?        /ow/ sound
                                         

2. Which sound, /ow/ or /oi/, do you hear in the word, employ?         /oi/ sound

3. Identify the sound, /ow/ or /oi/, you hear in the word, royal.           /oi/ sound

4.  Identify the sound, /ow/ or /oi/, you hear in the word, thousand.    /ow/ sound
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  surprising or remarkable                         astounding

6.  dampen; wet slightly                     moisten

7.  sleepy or tired                          drowsy

8.  to provide work for someone                      employ
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    yison      noisy       hint: loud

10.  ybrundoa    boundary            hint: border
  

11.  hrcowed      chowder       hint: a rich soup 

12.  yweober      eyebrow       hint: line of hair that grows above your eye    
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Name: _________________________________      List D-17: /ow/ and /oi/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

allowance crowded tower cloudy

around choice joining thousand

13.  Today's forecast calls for mostly cloudy skies with some sunshine.           

14.  Malaya receives five dollars in allowance from her parents once a week. 

15.  If you multiply one hundred times ten, the answer is one thousand.     

16. The movie theater was crowded on the day of the blockbuster film's release.
 

17. The ancient castle was mostly in ruins, except for a tall tower that rose

above the rest of the rumble.    

18. Mary can't be around the smell of perfume because it gives her 

headaches.  

19. There are four options to choose from in each multiple choice question. 

20. In the spring, Chanita is thinking about joining the track team.  
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word comes first in alphabetical order?         happier

22. Which review word comes second in alphabetical order?             highest

23. Which review word comes third in alphabetical order?                  youngest
      

24. Identify the challenge word containing three syllables.                   enjoyment

25. Name the challenge word containing four syllables.                       cauliflower
                                     LD
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